Charging the Tablets

The Rack Charger primary function is to charge the Tablets. The charging process is controlled by an in-built Timer with charging times configured as a program. The charging of the Tablets will be activated only during the times configured and calibrated in this timer while the AUTO mode is ON in the timer. In case of emergency the charging mode can be changed to Manual (refer Section 5 for process details). However, it is recommended to not to change the Timer setting to Manual.

Step 01
- Long press the Power Button
- Shutdown Tablets with options pop up on the right side of the Home Screen
- The window provides three options - Power off, Restart and Aeroplane mode
- Click Power off
Step 02: Remove the Keyboard Case USB pin from the port
Step 03: Connect the Tablet with USB charging pins
Step 04 & 05: Place the Tablets inside the Charging Compartment holders one by one as shown
Step 06: Check the charging status on random Tablets for validation

**ALERT**: Never switch off the main power supply to the Rack Charger. Once the Tablets are connected to the charging adaptor pins and placed inside the compartments - please lock the door. Never open the backside door, in case of any challenges with Rack Charger the authorized person shall be informed for carrying out necessary interventions The Rack Charger shall be used only for the Tablets, other devices shall not be charged from the Rack Charger.